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Abstract

Speciation often involves repeated episodes of genetic contact between divergent pop-

ulations before reproductive isolation (RI) is complete. Whole-genome sequencing

(WGS) holds great promise for unravelling the genomic bases of speciation. We have

studied two ecologically divergent, hybridizing species of the ‘model tree’ genus Popu-
lus (poplars, aspens, cottonwoods), Populus alba and P. tremula, using >8.6 million sin-

gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from WGS of population pools. We used the

genomic data to (i) scan these species’ genomes for regions of elevated and reduced

divergence, (ii) assess key aspects of their joint demographic history based on genome-

wide site frequency spectra (SFS) and (iii) infer the potential roles of adaptive and

deleterious coding mutations in shaping the genomic landscape of divergence. We

identified numerous small, unevenly distributed genome regions without fixed poly-

morphisms despite high overall genomic differentiation. The joint SFS was best

explained by ancient and repeated gene flow and allowed pinpointing candidate inter-

specific migrant tracts. The direction of selection (DoS) differed between genes in

putative migrant tracts and the remainder of the genome, thus indicating the potential

roles of adaptive divergence and segregating deleterious mutations on the evolution

and breakdown of RI. Genes affected by positive selection during divergence were

enriched for several functionally interesting groups, including well-known candidate

‘speciation genes’ involved in plant innate immunity. Our results suggest that adaptive

divergence affects RI in these hybridizing species mainly through intrinsic and demo-

graphic processes. Integrating genomic with molecular data holds great promise for

revealing the effects of particular genetic pathways on speciation.
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Introduction

Speciation often involves repeated, spatially variable

episodes of genetic contact before reproductive isolation

(RI) between diverging populations is complete (Coyne

& Orr 2004; Arnold 2006). It is now widely recognized

that the traditional sorting into different biogeographic

modes of speciation (allo-, sym- and parapatric) is

sometimes overly simplistic, as populations may alter-

nate between these different biogeographic states dur-

ing different stages of divergence (Smadja & Butlin

2011; The Marie Curie SPECIATION Network 2012).
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Thus, ‘divergence with gene flow’ (DWGF) has been

suggested as a synthetic term to address all those cases

of divergence that entail gene exchange (i.e. sym- or

parapatry) during some stage of the process (Smadja &

Butlin 2011; Feder et al. 2012). These concepts have

already proven useful for understanding patterns and

drivers of DWGF along the divergence continuum in

many groups of animals and plants, including numer-

ous cases of adaptive population divergence and eco-

logical speciation (Hoekstra et al. 2006; Elmer & Meyer

2011; Smadja & Butlin 2011; Jones et al. 2012; Seehausen

et al. 2014; Baack et al. 2015). A better understanding of

the historical context of adaptive divergence is nonethe-

less needed to appreciate the actual timing and role of

gene flow during speciation (Abbott et al. 2013; Bierne

et al. 2013; Feder et al. 2013).

The need to understand the divergence history of

speciating lineages is especially pronounced in taxo-

nomic groups with highly dynamic species ranges, for

example groups situated in regions strongly affected by

the climate-induced geographic range shifts of the pleis-

tocene (Hewitt 2000; Tzedakis et al. 2013). Here, range

shifts and secondary contact are expected, pervasive

outcomes of organisms’ tendency to track fitness optima

in the face of changing environments (Davis & Shaw

2001). Range evolution and demographic processes will

be especially dynamic in species with great dispersal

capacities and high levels of standing genetic variation

such as wind-pollinated forest trees (Petit & Hampe

2006; de Carvalho et al. 2010; St€olting et al. 2015) or

marine species (Tine et al. 2014). Nevertheless, many/

most organisms inhabiting Earth’s temperate and Arctic

zones and many tropical/subtropical regions are

affected by these phenomena (Hewitt 2000). Not sur-

prisingly therefore, there is currently an increasing

interest in studying the genomic footprints of demo-

graphic history in the genomes of diverging popula-

tions (Gutenkunst et al. 2009; Chapman et al. 2013;

Excoffier et al. 2013; Harris & Nielsen 2013; Roux et al.

2013; Sousa & Hey 2013; Tine et al. 2014).

Genomewide scans are widely recognized as a useful

approach for studying genomic patterns of diversity

and differentiation in speciating taxa, and for pinpoint-

ing the likely mechanisms behind these patterns (Bierne

et al. 2011; Feder et al. 2012; The Heliconius Genome

Consortium 2012; Ellegren 2014; Seehausen et al. 2014).

Most studies thus far have focused on understanding

the distributions and sizes of highly divergent genomic

‘islands’ and ‘continents’ of population divergence

(Nosil et al. 2009; Feder et al. 2012; Roesti et al. 2014).

However, the approach may also offer opportunities to

search for low-differentiation regions embedded within

the large, highly differentiated genome tracts of taxa

that are at an advanced stage of divergence but are not

yet fully isolated (Wu 2001; Feder et al. 2012; Roux et al.

2013; St€olting et al. 2013; Christe et al. 2016). Such low-

differentiation ‘pores’ in the genome may stem from

introgression, shared selection pressures or intrinsic fea-

tures of genomes (Roux et al. 2013; St€olting et al. 2013;

Renaut et al. 2014; Roesti et al. 2014), thus studying

them may facilitate the identification of ecological and

nonecological speciation trajectories. Genomewide scans

involving functionally annotated genomes also hold

great promise for identifying both adaptive amino acid

substitutions and inferring the effect of purifying selec-

tion on segregating deleterious mutations (Smith &

Eyre-Walker 2002; Nielsen 2005; Stoletzki & Eyre-

Walker 2011). The former can be helpful for pinpointing

functional groups of genes or even specific candidate

genes involved in adaptation and speciation, while the

latter facilitates testing the potential role of deleterious

alleles in the weakening of reproductive barriers

through heterotic effects (Bierne et al. 2002; Harris &

Nielsen 2015), and the genetic load imposed by intro-

gressed haplotypes on the recipient genome (Juric et al.

2015).

Complementary to genome scans, much can be

learned from model-based inference of the joint demo-

graphic history of diverging populations from genomic

data (e.g. reviews by Beaumont 2010; Pinho & Hey

2010). One increasingly popular approach of demo-

graphic inference involves the computation of joint SFS

from genetic polymorphism data for two or more

divergent populations, and estimation of demographic

parameters such as population sizes, migration rates

and time intervals since particular events using com-

posite likelihood (Gutenkunst et al. 2009; Excoffier et al.

2013). This approach of studying demographic foot-

prints in genomic data can complement genome scans

for diversity and differentiation along the chromo-

somes of diverging populations (above). In fact, adap-

tation and speciation genomic studies have started to

interpret both types of genomic footprints in parallel

(Roux et al. 2013; Tine et al. 2014; Der Sarkissian et al.

2015).

The forest tree genus Populus (poplars, aspens, cotton-

woods) offers many excellent examples of ongoing

DWGF involving ecologically important ‘keystone’ or

foundation species, in which the genetic variation accu-

mulating in diverging populations potentially affects

entire communities and ecosystems (Whitham et al.

2006; Bernhardsson et al. 2013; Geraldes et al. 2014;

Caseys et al. 2015a). As Populus spp. occur primarily in

Earth’s climatically unstable temperate zones and exhi-

bit extraordinary dispersal capacities (wind-dispersed

pollen and seed), understanding the joint demographic

history of diverging populations and species in this

genus is particularly challenging. This calls for the
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combined analysis of genomic footprints along chromo-

somes and across SFS. Also, many recently diverged

Populus species are ecologically divergent (Lexer et al.

2005; Dickmann & Kuzovkina 2008; Geraldes et al.

2014), which raises conceptual questions regarding the

precise roles of ecological divergence in speciation

(Barton & De Cara 2009; Bierne et al. 2011; Smadja &

Butlin 2011).

Populus alba (White poplar) and Populus tremula

(European aspen) are two genetically and ecologically

divergent (flood plain species vs. upland pioneer) Eura-

sian taxa with ‘porous’ genomes, that is taxa with

incomplete reproductive barriers (Lexer et al. 2005,

2010; St€olting et al. 2013). Recent high-throughput geno-

typing-by-sequencing studies of hybrid zones of these

two species indicated steep genomic clines and fairly

strong RI, maintained primarily by selection against

recombinants (‘intragenomic coadaptation’) and an

unknown contribution of prezygotic barriers (Lindtke

et al. 2014; Christe et al. 2016). The two species are

known for their temporarily separated demographic

histories following the last glacial maximum (LGM),

with the thermophilic P. alba recolonizing from south-

ern and southeastern Europe, and the cold-adapted

P. tremula from middle European refugia located much

closer to the ice shields (Fussi et al. 2010; Christe et al.

2016). A genomewide analysis of local ancestry and dif-

ferentiation in hybrid zones based on restriction site-

associated DNA (RAD) sequencing revealed a striking

and unexpected preponderance of F1 hybrids relative to

recombinants in present-day contact zones, but also

pointed to subtle traces of more ancient admixture

pulses (Christe et al. 2016). RAD-seq provides only lim-

ited numbers of markers, and the analytical methods

used in that earlier study were not well suited for

revealing complex demographic events in the more dis-

tant past. Thus, we were motivated to explore the geno-

mic footprint of these species’ joint demographic

history at a much greater depth, powered by whole-

genome sequencing (WGS).

In particular, the objectives of this study were to (i)

provide a fine-grained picture of divergence, differenti-

ation and allele sharing between these ecologically

divergent, hybridizing forest tree species by whole-

genome resequencing, (ii) infer these species’ demo-

graphic history based on their joint genomewide SFS

and (iii) scan their genomes for the relative impact of

segregating deleterious alleles and adaptive substitu-

tions and ask which functional groups of genes were

most strongly affected by the latter. We discuss our

results in the context of the likely mechanisms involved

in divergence and the maintenance of RI and episodic

introgression between these hybridizing, ecologically

divergent species. We suggest potential ways forward

for addressing the functional significance of the genes

and molecules involved.

Materials and methods

Whole-genome sequencing and polymorphism detection

Sampling of species and populations. Populus alba and Pop-

ulus tremula are two ecologically divergent tree species

(floodplain vs. upland pioneer) that form large ‘mosaic’

hybrid zones within a large zone of geographic overlap

in Europe and Asia (Lexer et al. 2005; Dickmann &

Kuzovkina 2008). Populations of the two species were

sampled adjacent to two well-known hybrid zone locali-

ties situated in the Ticino river valley in northern Italy

(45.28°N, 8.98°E) and the Tisza river valley in eastern

Hungary (48.32°N, 22.26°E) (Lexer et al. 2010). Restric-

tion site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing data for

these two hybrid zone localities are consistent with the

presence of different phylogeographic recolonization

lineages in P. alba and weak population structure in

P. tremula (Christe et al. 2016), in agreement with expec-

tations from earlier phylogeographic data for these spe-

cies (de Carvalho et al. 2010; Fussi et al. 2010; Du et al.

2015). The present WGS study was based on population

samples of N = 24 individuals for each species in each

locality. None of these trees showed signs of recent gen-

ome admixture in previous ancestry analyses based on

mapped microsatellites (Lindtke et al. 2012). Individuals

were sampled at a minimum distance of 50 m from

each other to avoid sampling clonal ramets. The popu-

lation samples of P. alba were previously characterized

with a small amount of SOLiD4 (Applied Biosystems,

Thermo Fisher Scientific) resequencing data (St€olting

et al. 2015). This study greatly expands this data set

using a combination of SOLiD5500 and Illumina HiSeq

sequencing technologies for populations of both species

in both localities.

Pooled whole-genome sequencing. We extracted total geno-

mic DNA from silica-dried leaf tissue using Qiagen’s

DNeasy Plant Mini Kit. All DNA extracts were quanti-

fied on a Nanodrop 1000 system (Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific). We combined DNA extracts for 24 individuals

from each species and sampling locality into DNA

pools of equal molarity. All DNA pools were individu-

ally barcoded and sequenced on both the SOLiD5500

and Illumina HiSeq systems at the Functional Genomics

Center Zurich, using 75- and 100-bp paired-end chem-

istry, respectively. Data curation and polymorphism

detection are reported in detail in Appendix S1 (Sup-

porting information). Briefly, high-quality reads were

reference-mapped against the Populus trichocarpa v3/

build 210 genome sequence, using allelic information
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available for P. alba and P. tremula to generate majority-

rule consensus reference sequences. We formatted

alignments with PICARDTOOLS 1.125 and realigned around

indels using GATK version 3.3.0. We tabulated the depth

of coverage for any given variable site using

DepthOfCoverage in GATK, filtering reads at a minimum

base quality of 20 and a minimum mapping quality of

20. We only retained sites with a minimum coverage

of eight reads in each pool, and a minimum coverage of

three reads for the minor allele to avoid spurious single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calls. We used the frac-

tions of raw sequencing coverage for each allele and

site as estimates of population allele frequencies. Keep-

ing in mind the known limitations of allele frequency

estimation from pool-seq data (Boitard et al. 2012;

Schl€otterer et al. 2014), allele frequency estimates were

cross-validated against Sanger sequence data in a previ-

ous study (St€olting et al. 2015) and against RAD-seq

data in the present study (below).

Genomewide scans for genetic differentiation, diversity
and allele sharing

Allele frequency differentials (AFDs; Shriver et al. 1997;

Turner et al. 2010) were calculated for each SNP from

the read counts used to estimate allele frequencies.

Then, AFDs were averaged for nonoverlapping win-

dows of 8 kb along the genome, following the rationale

of St€olting et al. (2015) and using known LD distances

from a large poplar resequencing study as a guidance

(Slavov et al. 2012). Window-based analyses allowed us

to examine AFDs together with other statistics that were

only available at the window level. These included the

ratio of sites with fixed differences between species over

the total number of polymorphic sites in each window

(‘fixratio’), which represents a simple measure of

genetic differentiation and allele sharing (St€olting et al.

2013, 2015), and absolute divergence (Dxy), which is

not influenced by within-population diversity (Cruick-

shank & Hahn 2014). Dxy was calculated from the

counts of reference and alternative allele calls for spe-

cies 1 and 2 in each locality as pairwise nucleotide

diversity among populations following Ferretti et al.

(2013). To identify genome regions with exceptionally

high levels of allele sharing (=low differentiation), we

made use of our ‘fixratio’ differentiation measure. More

specifically, we estimated the size and distribution of

low-fixation regions in the genome using R 3.1.1, consid-

ering adjoining windows with no fixation between spe-

cies to be of the same region if they were separated by

no more than a single intermittent window with non-

zero fixation. We tested for departures of the distribu-

tion of these low-fixation regions from an even

distribution using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) tests

following Ellegren et al. (2012). These tests compare the

distance matrices between mid-points of no-fixation

windows to expectations from distance matrices of

evenly distributed windows along each chromosome.

In addition to differentiation and divergence, we also

estimated the following genetic diversity parameters at

the window level: pooled heterozygosities (Rubin et al.

2010) and the selective sweep test statistic lnRH

(Schl€otterer & Dieringer 2005) as the ratio of pooled

heterozygosities between species in each sampling local-

ity, as in St€olting et al. (2015). To capture structural fea-

tures of the poplar genome, we also estimated the

fraction of repetitive DNA (repfrac) in each window. A

comparison of repeat-masked and non-repeat-masked

P. trichocarpa build 210 genomes allowed us to directly

quantify the fraction of repetitive DNA in any given

8 kb window. As yet another structural genomic feature

of potential interest, we predicted approximate cen-

tromere positions in the P. trichocarpa v2 build 156 gen-

ome assembly based on Slavov et al. (2012) and then

lifted these coordinates to build 210 of the genome,

used for reference-mapping here (above). To achieve

this, we identified genes flanking each centromere in

build 156 and obtained synonymous gene models in

build 210 as indicated on www.popgenie.org. We dou-

ble-checked these approximate centromere positions

based on their expected high content of repetitive DNA.

All analyses in this study were restricted to windows

with at least 500 of 8000 bases covered. We also

removed all windows with nucleotide diversity (pi)

>0.1 and/or a fraction of variable sites >0.2 to guard

against overinterpretation of potentially biased win-

dowed parameter estimates. We note that the removal

of high-diversity windows may have reduced our

power to detect interspecific ‘migrant tracts’ (discussed

below).

Demographic inference based on joint site frequency
spectra

Filtering for demographic inference from SFS. Pool-seq data

are not yet widely used for demographic inference (but

see Boitard et al. 2012), presumably because of the

known difficulty of estimating allele frequencies in the

face of heterogeneity in coverage (Schl€otterer et al.

2014). Here, we approached this issue by careful filter-

ing of SNPs prior to demographic inference, and by val-

idating SFS results from pool-seq data against those

obtained from individually tagged RAD-seq data for

the same populations, available from a previous study

(Christe et al. 2016).

We filtered the pool-seq data using the 1st and 3rd

quartiles of the depth distribution within each species

as minimum and maximum coverage depth thresholds,
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respectively. This was done to account for variation in

coverage depth between populations and remove loci in

the tails of the distribution, likely representing sequenc-

ing errors in the case of low coverage or duplicated loci

in the case of high coverage. The difference in depth of

coverage between P. alba and P. tremula in Hungary

(Results) was of a magnitude that prompted us to

refrain from further demographic inference for this

locality; thus, all subsequent analyses of demographic

inference were focused on the Italian locality only.

We thinned the pool-seq data for the Italian locality

to randomly keep one SNP per window of 8000 bp.

This was done to meet the requirement of indepen-

dence among loci, which is a prerequisite for model

comparisons with likelihood ratio tests (below). The

joint SFS for P. alba and P. tremula in the Italian locality

was estimated from the data with the program @a@i

(Gutenkunst et al. 2009) using P. trichocarpa as an out-

group to distinguish ancestral and derived alleles. To

keep the maximum number of SNPs that matched our

stringent coverage thresholds (above), the SFS was

downsampled to 20 reads (assumed to correspond to 10

diploid individuals) for each population.

Demographic models. As the reality of our data (above)

dictated a focus on a single pairwise population com-

parison, we chose the well-known composite-likelihood,

diffusion approximation-based approach to demo-

graphic inference implemented in @a@i (Gutenkunst

et al. 2009). The flexibility of this approach allows incor-

porating heterogeneity in demographic parameters

between groups of loci (Tine et al. 2014). A set of simple

and plausible scenarios was chosen as basic models.

They included strict isolation (SI), isolation with migra-

tion (IM), ancient migration (AM) with one and two

periods of ancient gene flow (PAM) and secondary con-

tact with one (SC) and two (PSC) periods of contact.

Complexity was added to these models to take into

account specific aspects of divergence between these

species and intrinsic features of genomes known to

affect genomewide patterns of differentiation and allele

sharing (Renaut et al. 2013; Burri et al. 2015) (Table S1,

Supporting Information). Additional classes of models

including recent expansion (prefix ‘ex’) were also tested

to allow for known demographic events in the history

of European forest trees following the LGM (Hewitt

2000; Fussi et al. 2010; Tzedakis et al. 2013) (Table S1,

Supporting Information). We note that the IM, SC and

PSC models included migration during expansion,

whereas the AM and PAM models did not. For models

including gene flow, heterogeneous gene flow across

the genome (2M2P, Table S1, Supporting Information)

was also incorporated to take into account the genome-

wide heterogeneity in introgression rates between

speciating lineages (Roux et al. 2013; Sousa & Hey

2013). We considered that a certain proportion of sites

were neutrally evolving and were exchanged at a fixed

rate between species, whereas the remaining sites had a

zero effective migration rate. Further, all models were

also implemented by specifying heterogeneity in effec-

tive population size (2N), and in both gene flow and

population size (2N2M2P). Our rationale was to explore

the impact of variation in genomic features affecting

diversity and recombination rates, that is the effects of

background selection at linked sites in low recombina-

tion regions (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014). The five possi-

ble models of the family 2N2M2Pex (adding recent

expansion to heterogeneous gene flow and Ne) were

also constructed, but were not pursued further because

of persistent convergence issues.

In total, 39 different models (Table S1, Supporting

Information) were evaluated and fitted with the

observed joint SFS using 30 replicate runs per model.

Models were ranked according to their log likelihoods.

For nested models, likelihood ratio tests were used to

establish differences in model support. For non-nested

models, the relative likelihood of the Akaike informa-

tion criterion (AIC) was used instead. Model compar-

isons and the estimation of parameters for the best

supported model are described in detail in

Appendix S1 (Supporting information).

Validation of pool-seq results with RAD-seq data. To vali-

date the results on demographic inference obtained

from pool-seq WGS data, we used a data set for the

same populations of P. alba and P. tremula from the Ital-

ian locality, individually sequenced for RAD-seq

(Christe et al. 2016). The individually tagged RAD-seq

data were subjected to a similar procedure as for pool-

seq (above), with small modifications specific to this

type of data (Supporting information). The same models

explored for pool-seq WGS data were also examined for

the RAD-seq data.

Exploring the genomic distribution of candidate ‘migrant

loci’. To examine the genomic distributions of putative

‘migrant loci’ identified by @a@i, the best supported

model (PAM2Nex) and the strict isolation model with

expansion (SIex) were compared using @a@i ‘s func-

tion Plotting.plot_2d_comp_ multinom. Because the

two models represented very different demographic

scenarios, they differed by a large number of cells

that were mainly found in the centre of the joint SFS.

Loci with derived allele frequencies corresponding to

the greatest difference between the two models were

retrieved from a nonthinned data set containing

8 307 756 SNPs with homogenous coverage required

for @a@i analyses. We then tested the effects of fixratio
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(localization in no-fixation windows) and centromeric

region on the proportion of ‘migrant loci’ in each 8 kb

genome window using a generalized linear model

with a quasi-binomial error distribution using R soft-

ware v3.1.

Detection of long-term selection and characterization of
affected gene sets

Exploring traces of positive selection at the sequence

level (i.e. adaptive substitutions) is of interest in the con-

text of understanding the processes that facilitate and/or

accompany species divergence (Smith & Eyre-Walker

2002; Nielsen 2005). Likewise, knowing the proportions

of segregating deleterious mutations present in hybridiz-

ing species is of interest because of the expected effects of

heterospecific haplotypes on the fitness of recipient gen-

omes (Harris & Nielsen 2015; Juric et al. 2015) and the

weakening of reproductive barriers through heterotic

effects (Bierne et al. 2002; Harris & Nielsen 2015). Based

on our pool-seq data, we calculated alpha, the proportion

of substitutions fixed by positive selection (Smith & Eyre-

Walker 2002), at the level of individual genes in the

poplar genome. We used NPSTAT v0.99 (Ferretti et al. 2013)

to count and classify substitutions in reference-mapped

reads as either synonymous or nonsynonymous fixed or

polymorphic changes by comparing reads for P. alba and

P. tremula separately against the P. trichocarpa reference

sequence for each transcript and sampled population.

We subsequently estimated the proportion of substitu-

tions driven by positive selection based on equation 3 in

Smith & Eyre-Walker (2002) for each transcript using a

custom script in R version 3.1.1. We used G-tests as origi-

nally intended by McDonald & Kreitman (1991) to estab-

lish whether there were significant differences in the

distributions of nonsynonymous and synonymous sub-

stitutions between fixed and polymorphic sites for each

transcript. In subsequent analyses, we considered genes

that had significant alpha in at least one of the two locali-

ties sampled for each species. We also used the propor-

tions of fixed and polymorphic synonymous and

nonsynonymous sites from NPSTAT v0.99 to estimate the

direction of selection DoS, which facilitates the detection

of adaptive protein evolution (positive DoS) and deleteri-

ous segregating variants (negative DoS; Stoletzki &

Eyre-Walker 2011). We were particularly interested in

comparing DoS between species, and between genome

regions with indications of introgression (no-fixation

windows; above) vs. the remainder of the genome. To

check whether sequencing coverage in pool-seq WGS

affected the results, we checked for associations between

coverage and DoS across our comparisons of interest.

Genes with evidence for positive selection as identi-

fied by alpha tests were gene ontology (GO)-annotated

using BLAST2GO-PRO v. 2.7.1 under default settings (Con-

esa et al. 2005) based on blastx searches of all P. tri-

chocarpa transcripts against a local copy of the nr

database as of June 2014. Gene ontology term enrich-

ment analyses were performed using Fisher’s exact tests

as implemented in the Bioconductor package TOPGO

v2.16 using a minimum node size of five as recom-

mended by Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer (2010).

Results

WGS and polymorphism detection

Pooled whole-genome resequencing on the Illumina

and SOLiD sequencing platforms yielded a total of

684 132 484 quality-trimmed sequencing reads for a

total of 60.26 billion base pairs. Of these, 88.1% mapped

against the Populus trichocarpa reference genomes. Qual-

ity sites were covered at 36.39 and 53.749 in Populus

alba from Italy and Hungary, while Populus tremula

pools were covered with 27.99 and 13.09 in Italy and

Hungary, respectively. Given this relatively low

sequencing coverage of P. tremula in Hungary, we

focused subsequent demographic inference (below) pri-

marily on the Italian interspecific comparison. Never-

theless, we note the extremely high correlation in

genomewide interspecific differentiation levels between

sampling localities (r = 0.977, t = 884.92, d.f. = 36916,

P < 0.001, Fig. S1, Supporting Information). After care-

fully safeguarding against the presence of genome win-

dows that were either poorly sampled or unusually

diverse (likely reflecting the effects of past genome

duplications; Tuskan et al. 2006), the final data set thus

comprised 36 918 windows of 8KB each, equivalent to

74.9% of the P. trichocarpa assembly (Table S2, Support-

ing Information). These windows covered 138 109 168

bases (on average 3741 � 1633 SD; median = 3828),

including 8 607 742 variable SNP sites.

Genomewide patterns of genetic differentiation,
diversity and allele sharing

Genomewide analysis (Table 1) indicated relatively

homogeneous levels of interspecific Dxy (Italy,

0.027 � 0.013 SD; Hungary, 0.027 � 0.013 SD). Average

levels of interspecific differentiation (AFD) were high

(Italy, 0.393 � 0.093 SD; Hungary, 0.399 � 0.094 SD).

High-differentiation windows more than two standard

deviations (SD) different from genomewide means were

frequent (Italy, 931 windows; Hungary, 988 windows)

and widely scattered along chromosomes (Table 1;

Figs 1 and S1, Supporting Information). We considered

high-differentiation outlier windows that also exhibited

reduced diversity (lnRH) as candidate regions for
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classical, ‘hard’ selective sweeps. We observed 102 and

100 of these sweep candidate regions in P. alba in Italy

and Hungary, respectively, and 19 and 44 in P. tremula

in the two sampling sites, respectively (Table 1). We

note that lnRH indicates species-specific sweeps only.

Despite high levels of genomewide differentiation,

we frequently observed windows that did not exhibit

any fixed allelic differences between species: 2323 such

windows (6.3% of well-covered windows) representing

1538 low-fixation regions were detected in Italy, while

1460 windows (3.95%) representing 936 low-fixation

regions were observed in Hungary (Table 1). Low-

fixation regions were generally small both in Italy

(mean 13 210 bp � 12 684 SD) and Hungary (mean

13 600 bp � 12 434 SD), respectively (Table S3, Sup-

porting Information). K-S tests indicated significant

departures from an even distribution of no-fixation

regions in all chromosomes in Italy (mean D-statistic

= 0.570 � 0.206 SD, P < 0.001) and Hungary (mean

D-statistic = 0.313 � 0.184 SD, P < 0.001) (Fig. S2,

Supporting Information).

Footprint of demographic history in joint site
frequency spectra

After filtering, 29 808 SNPs were retained for demo-

graphic inference in the Italian locality. Observed joint SFS

obtained from pool-seq (Fig. 2) and RAD-seq data (Fig. S3,

Supporting Information) yielded congruent results, with

most of the derived alleles residing in the ‘frame’ of the

joint SFS (private and fixed variants) and few residing in

the centre (shared polymorphisms), thus indicating a long

history of divergence (Gutenkunst et al. 2009). In fact, the

joint SFS (Fig. 2) indicates the presence of two different

types of genome pairs ‘superimposed’ on one another, a

highly divergent and a less divergent one (R. Gutenkunst,

personal communication), as one might expect for highly

divergent taxa with ‘porous’ genomes (Wu & Ting 2004).

Fit of different demographic models to pool-seq data. Glob-

ally, support for the seven basic divergence models fol-

lowed a similar order within each major class of models,

each of which was set up to add a new layer of complexity

(Methods) (Tables 2 and S1, Supporting Information).

Models allowing for gene flow generally performed signif-

icantly better than strict isolation models (SI) (Fig. 4;

Tables 2 and S1, Supporting Information). Ancient migra-

tion models (AM/PAM) received significantly stronger

support than models implementing continuous gene flow

through time (IM) and secondary contact models (SC and

PSC) (Table 2 and S1, Supporting Information). Patterns

recovered by individually sequenced RAD-seq data were

broadly congruent with those from pool-seq WGS (Fig. S4;

Table S4, Supporting Information).

Comparisons between different model classes clearly

favoured expansion over constant demography. Likewise,

heterogeneity was favoured over homogeneity of gene

flow (Fig. 4; Tables 2 and S1, Supporting Information).

The strongest statistical support, however, was obtained

for a model implementing repeated ancient gene flow

with heterogeneity inNe and expansion, PAM2Nex (Fig. 4;

Table 2 and S1, Supporting Information).

Parameter estimates. For the best supported model

PAM2Nex (Table 2; Figs 2 and 3; Table S1, Supporting

Information), parameter estimates are shown in

Table S5 (Supporting Information). Within this model,

total divergence time between P. alba and P. tremula

approximated >2.8 million (Mio) years (2.807 � 0.129

SD; Table S5, Supporting Information). The period with-

out contact was approximately three times longer than

the time with ancient gene flow (Table S5, Supporting

Information), consistent with high levels of interspecific

Table 1 Genomewide counts and averages for numbers (no.)

of covered sites, allele frequency differentials (AFDs), fractions

of fixed SNPs, absolute divergence Dxy, the selective sweep

test statistic lnRH and levels of selection (alpha)

Italy Hungary

No. of covered sites 138 109 168 138 109 168

Fraction fixed SNP’s 0.057 0.115

Average AFD 0.393 0.399

No. no-fixation windows 2323 1460

No. AFD outlier windows* 931 988

Average AFD in no-fixation

windows

0.253 0.233

Average AFD in AFD

outlier windows

0.622 0.631

Average Dxy 0.027 0.027

No. lnRH outlier windows

Populus alba†
1039 987

No. lnRH outlier windows

Populus tremula†
885 903

No. hard sweep candidates

P. alba‡
102 100

No. hard sweep candidates

P. tremula‡
19 44

Average alpha P. alba§ 0.435 0.434

Average alpha P. tremula§ 0.481 0.442

*Outlier window counts are indicated for all windows with

observed values >2SD different from genomewide averages.
†lnRH windows are considered outliers for extreme values of

>2SD difference from genomewide means in either a positive

or negative direction.
‡Hard sweep candidates are windows in P. alba or P. tremula

with outlier status for both elevated AFD and reduced diver-

sity as measured by lnRH.
§Alpha values are genomewide averages for all windows with

alpha significantly different from zero.
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divergence. The increase in population size due to

expansion was pronounced for P. alba and was unno-

ticeable for P. tremula. Amounts of ancient gene flow

were moderate and slightly asymmetric. A sizable por-

tion of the genome (nr = 51%�0.06) was detected as

being nonrecombining and potentially affected by back-

ground selection, and reductions in Ne were pro-

nounced (Table S5, Supporting Information).

Validation of pool-seq results with RAD-seq. Very similar

model fitting results were obtained with RAD-seq data

(Fig. S4, Supporting Information), which effectively vali-

dated our demographic inference based on pool-seq.

Most obviously, ancient and repeated ancient migration

models (AM/PAM) performed better than all other

models. In general, the rankings of models supported

by likelihood ratio tests and AIC differences were very

similar between pool-seq and RAD-seq (Tables 2, S1

and S4, Supporting Information). RAD-seq data also

supported expansion and heterogeneity of gene flow

and Ne across the genome as important components in

the demographic history of these species (Tables 2, S1
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Fig. 1 Chromosome-wide patterns of differentiation (allele frequency differentials: AFDs, black), sequence divergence (Dxy, green)

and genomic features (fraction of repetitive DNA, grey) for four Populus chromosomes in Italy. Approximate centromere positions

are indicated by rectangular gradient boxes (grey), as are genomic windows free of fixation (8 kb length, with blue shades). AFD out-

lier windows ≥2SD different from genomewide averages are indicated with black dots, and we highlight hard sweep candidate win-

dows with simultaneous outlier status for elevated differentiation and reduced diversity in Populus alba (red dots) and Populus

tremula (golden dots). Dxy was scaled fourfold for better visibility.

Fig. 2 Demographic history of Populus alba and Populus tremula for the Italian hybrid zone inferred from pool-seq data. (A) Joint site

frequency spectrum (SFS) for populations of P. alba and P. tremula showing the count of derived alleles for 29 808 oriented single

nucleotide polymorphisms in 20 random reads (assumed to represent 10 individuals) for each population. The empty (white) spots

in the lower left corner are due to data quality filtering (see Materials and methods). (B) Maximum-likelihood SFS obtained under

the PAM2Nex model.
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and S4, Supporting Information). Accordingly, results

from demographic modelling of individually tagged

RAD-seq broadly agreed with those from pool-seq

(Tables 2, S1 and S4; Fig. S4, Supporting Information).

Genomic distribution of candidate ‘migrant loci’. Plotting of

residuals for our best supported model (PAM2Nex) and

a strict isolation model with expansion (SIex) indicated

that the greatest between-model differences for shared,

derived polymorphisms between P. alba and P. tremula

were for variants with frequencies of 26.3–73.7%
(Fig. S5, Supporting Information). A total of 23 447

SNPs along the 19 chromosomes of poplar exhibited

derived allele frequencies within these bounds, and

3484 of these putative ‘migrant loci’ coincided with no-

fixation windows identified by our differentiation gen-

ome scans (above). Generalized linear models indicated

a significant association of ‘migrant loci’ with such no-

fixation windows along the genome

(slope = 1.53107 � 0.03661 SE, t = 41.82, P < 0.001), but

not with their presence or absence in centromere

regions (slope = �0.12436 � 0.07409 SE, t = �1.678,

P = 0.093).

Genome fractions and gene sets affected by selection

We were able to estimate alpha for at least one of

the studied populations in 25 870 of 33 733 genes

covered by this sequencing effort (76.7%), thus allow-

ing us to test for positive selection during divergence

from P. trichocarpa. At the species level, we success-

fully estimated alpha for 24 530 genes in P. alba and

6600 of these estimates were indeed significant for

positive selection. In P. tremula, alpha estimates were

obtained for 22 990 genes, 6375 of which were signifi-

cant for positive selection (Tables 3 and S6, Support-

ing Information).

Gene ontology annotations were available for a total of

13 348 genes with available alpha values in P. alba and

for 12 531 genes with alpha values in P. tremula, respec-

tively (Tables 3 and S6, Supporting Information). Genes

with significant alpha values (=evidence for positive

selection) were enriched for many Biological Processes GO

terms, and 37% of these were overrepresented in both

species (Table 4). Perhaps most conspicuously, these

included genes involved in pollen recognition, response

to hormones and innate immune response. The last

group comprised mainly members of the nucleotide

binding site (NBS) leucine-rich repeat (LRR) family of

disease resistance (R-) genes, previously shown to be

involved in postzygotic geneflow barriers in plants (Bom-

blies & Weigel 2007; Chae et al. 2014). While we were

Table 2 Results of model fitting for nine representative demo-

graphic models of divergence. Models are ranked according to

their log likelihood (log L). Number of parameters (k) and

Akaike information criterion (AIC) are given for each model.

For model details, see footnote

Model k logL AIC

SI 4 �2421.2 4850.5

PSC 7 �2383.5 4781.0

IM 6 �2383.5 4779.0

PAM 7 �2360.5 4735.1

PSC2M2P 9 �2241.3 4500.7

PAM2M2P 9 �2229.3 4476.7

SI2Nex 11 �2180.3 4405.3

PSC2M2Pex 12 �2136.9 4378.7

PAM2M2Pex 12 �2112.5 4249.0

PAM2Nex 12 �2086.3 4196.6

SI, strict isolation; IM, isolation with migration; PSC, secondary

contact with two periods of contact; PAM ancient migration

with two periods of contact. 2M2P, models implementing

heterogeneity in gene flow; 2N, heterogeneity in effective pop-

ulation size (Ne); prefix ex, with or without recent expansion;

best model: PAM2Nex, repeated ancient gene flow with hetero-

geneity in Ne and expansion.

Fig. 3 Ancient migration model with two contact periods,

heterogeneity in Ne and expansion (PAM2Nex), including 12

parameters: ancestral population size (Nref), population sizes of

Populus alba and Populus tremula after the split (Nalba and Ntrem)

and after expansion (NalbaE and NtremE), time of divergence in

strict isolation (Ts), time of ancient migration (Tam), time since

expansion was initiated (TE), locus migration rate from P. alba

into P. tremula (Malba?trem) and in the opposite direction

(Mtrem?alba). Proportion of nonrecombining regions affected by

background selection (nr) and extent of population size reduc-

tion (bf) were estimated but are not illustrated in the figure.
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mainly interested in GO terms of the Biological Processes

domain, we document results for all other GO domains

in Table S7 (Supporting Information).

The direction of selection (DoS; Stoletzki & Eyre-

Walker 2011) did not differ between species, but it dif-

fered significantly between candidate genome regions

for introgression (no-fixation windows) and the remain-

der of the genome (Fig. 5). Whereas DoS was positive

for the remainder of the genome, it was on average

negative for genes in no-fixation regions (Fig. 5), thus

indicating slightly more deleterious alleles segregating

in these regions. These results are unlikely to be due to

differences in sequencing coverage between genome

fractions, as there were no significant differences in cov-

erage between no-fixation windows and the remainder

of the genome (SD overlapped), and correlations

between coverage and DoS were close to zero (range:

�0.0249 to +0.0015).

Discussion

It is now increasingly appreciated that great progress in

adaptation and speciation genomics can be made by

integrating genomic and molecular approaches with the

goal of understanding how natural selection, drift and

demographic processes drive the divergence of popula-

tions and species (Stapley et al. 2010; Feder et al. 2012;

Jones et al. 2012; The Heliconius Genome Consortium

Table 3 Alpha tests for evidence of positive selection in the

form of adaptive amino acid substitutions in both species and

localities (Ita, Italy; Hun, Hungary). Numbers of genes for

which selection tests (alpha) were possible and for which sig-

nificantly positive selection was observed (G-tests; P < 0.05).

The number of annotated genes is indicated for the same cate-

gories, broken down by species and sampling sites

Population

All genes

Only GO

annotated genes

No. of

genes

with

alpha

No. of

significant

alpha

genes

No. of

genes

with

alpha

No. of

significant

alpha

genes

Populus alba Ita 22 949 4860 12 547 2974

P. alba Hun 23 687 4980 12 907 3057

Populus tremula Ita 22 405 4247 12 230 2635

P. tremula Hun 20 036 4422 11 068 2760

P. alba Total 24 530 6600 13 348 3985

P. tremula Total 22 990 6375 12 531 3918

Table 4 Major gene ontology (GO) terms for biological processes with significant enrichment of genes with evidence for positive

selection (adaptive amino acid substitutions) compared with all genes covered in this whole-genome resequencing effort

Significantly enriched GO term in genes with

signal of positive selection

Populus alba Populus tremula

# Genes # Pos. sel. genes # Genes # Pos. sel. genes

Protein phosphorylation 1128 467*** 1089 480***

Apoptotic process 202 101*** 197 99***

Recognition of pollen 83 47*** 82 51***

Innate immune response 53 31*** 55 29***

Signal transduction 315 96** 291 91

Response to aluminium ion 17 11** 17 8

RNA metabolic process 1420 407** 1341 387

Response to hormone 25 14** 24 16***

Oligopeptide transport 43 21** 41 21**

Negative regulation of catalytic activity 51 24** 52 18

ATP biosynthetic process 44 16** 38 11

Cell communication 418 153** 390 148

Protein ubiquitination 76 30* 77 35**

Cation transport 288 83 269 82*

Microtubule-based movement 56 22 51 22*

Proteolysis 438 138 423 152*

Intracellular signal transduction 166 38 145 37*

Cell death 217 106 214 108*

Ion transport 355 104 333 107***

# Genes, total number of annotated genes; # Pos. Sel. Genes, number of genes with evidence of outlier status for positive selection as

identified by alpha tests.

Significance levels for Fisher’s exact tests are abbreviated ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05, and all these significant test results are

highlighted in bold.
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2012; Ellegren 2014; Seehausen et al. 2014; Tine et al.

2014). Here, we have taken a three-pronged approach

to explore the process of speciation in two ecologically

divergent, hybridizing species of the ‘model tree’ genus

Populus from a genomic perspective. Below, we shall

discuss our results in a synthetic, integrative manner,

including caveats of the approaches taken and perspec-

tives for future work.

Signature of joint demographic history of hybridizing
species revealed by genomewide patterns of
differentiation and site frequency spectra

Our genomewide scan for differentiation and allele

sharing revealed numerous genomic patterns expected

for two incompletely isolated species at an advanced

stage of speciation (Michel et al. 2010; Feder et al. 2012;

St€olting et al. 2013; Christe et al. 2016), such as high and

widespread genomic differentiation (Michel et al. 2010)

and a large number of differentiation outliers, some of

which also showed the reduction of genetic diversity

expected for selective sweeps (Table 1; Fig. 1) (Nielsen

2005; Ellegren 2014). Most conspicuously, however,

many genome windows in these hybridizing Populus

taxa exhibited zero (or close to zero) fixed polymor-

phisms despite high levels of genomewide differentia-

tion (Figs 1 and S1, Table S2, Supporting Information).

These regions, many of which are hypothesized to stem

from recurrent gene flow (see below; St€olting et al.

2013), were not evenly distributed in the genome with a

clear trend for more frequent occurrence towards the

ends of chromosomes. As recombination rates are gen-

erally higher towards chromosome ends in animals and

plants (Pigozzi 2008; Ren et al. 2012; Tortereau et al.

2012), these results are highly suggestive of a role for

structural genomic features in shaping genomewide

patterns of allele sharing. Also, genomic differentiation

(AFD) was visibly elevated around centromeres (Figs 1

and S1, Supporting Information), consistent with struc-

tural features of genomes driving genomewide differen-

tiation, as recently observed in sunflowers (Renaut et al.

2013) and flycatcher birds (Burri et al. 2015). In the same

context, similarities and differences between allele fre-

quency differentiation (measured as AFD in our study)

and absolute divergence (Dxy) have recently attracted

considerable interest in connection with genomic varia-

tion in recombination rates and diversity (Cruickshank

& Hahn 2014; Burri et al. 2015). Although our present

pool-seq genome scan is certainly not ideal for an in-

depth analysis of these issues, we note that Dxy in our

study was weakly but significantly correlated with AFD

(e.g. Italian locality: Pearson’s r = 0.398, P < 0.001) and

that many low-fixation regions revealed by our study

exhibited a slight reduction in Dxy (Figs 1 and S1,

Supporting Information), consistent with an erosion of

the differentiation by secondary gene flow.

Results of our genome scan for differentiation and

allele sharing were largely concordant with those from

demographic modelling of genomewide SFS (Fig. 2).

For example, our extensive model comparisons consis-

tently revealed ancient (AM) and repeated ancient

geneflow (PAM) scenarios as superior to simple gene-

flow or strict isolation models of demographic history

(Table 2). This is perfectly in line with the small sizes

of low-fixation islands seen in these species’ genomes,

which are suggestive of past gene flow (Bierne et al.

2011; St€olting et al. 2013; Christe et al. 2016). Adding

demographic expansion in the recent past greatly

increased model support, in agreement with available

knowledge of the pleistocene demographic history of

temperate forest trees with Eurasian distributions

(Hewitt 2000; Tzedakis et al. 2013). Heterogeneous

geneflow models (e.g. PAM2M2P) received stronger

support than models that did not implement hetero-

geneity along the genome, as expected when genomes

are ‘porous’ and isolated by a semipermeable barrier

to gene flow (Barton & Hewitt 1985; Harrison 1993;

Wu & Ting 2004). Note that the most recent secondary

contact event between these species has been fully doc-

umented by analysing local ancestries across the full

genomic admixture gradient present in these hybrid

zone localities (Christe et al. 2016). Models implement-

ing heterogeneity in Ne also received strong model

support, and in fact, the most strongly supported

model included heterogeneity in Ne (Fig. 4; Table 2).

Strong support for these models was expected, as our

genome scan already indicated considerable genome-

wide variation in differentiation, coinciding with struc-

tural features of genomes such as repetitive DNA and

centromeres.

Demographic parameters within our best supported

model (repeated ancient gene flow with heterogeneity

in Ne along the genome and expansion; PAM2Nex;

Fig. 3) yielded sensible results with regard to time

periods and rates of ancient gene flow and provided an

estimate for the timing of divergence between these

species: P. alba and P. tremula appear to have diverged

c. 2.8 Mio years and experienced low amounts of

repeated ancient gene flow (Table S5, Supporting Infor-

mation). Our estimate of divergence time lies within

the age range of fossils from species of this section of

the genus Populus (Eckenwalder 1996). We note that we

may have slightly under- or overestimated divergence

time by assuming a generation time of 20 years, which

is a nontrivial assumption in perennial plants with

overlapping generations, long reproductive life phase

and the ability to persist clonally (Petit & Hampe 2006;

van Loo et al. 2008).
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Genomic footprints of selection

Positive selection is widely expected to contribute to

species differentiation during DWGF (Coyne & Orr

2004; Presgrave; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Smadja & Butlin

2011; The Marie Curie SPECIATION Network 2012; See-

hausen et al. 2014; Burri et al. 2015); thus, we used our

genome-scale data to test for selective sweeps and

adaptive protein evolution. We found between 885 and

1039 selective sweeps (lnRH outliers) in each locality

and species (Table 1). In P. alba, the species with lower

migration rates and stronger population structure

(Lexer et al. 2005; Christe et al. 2016), c. 100 of these

were also associated with significant AFDs between

species in each locality, whereas this number was lower

in P. tremula, known to be a ‘high geneflow species’ (de

Carvalho et al. 2010). The results are suggestive of a role

for positive selection in maintaining species differentia-

tion. Nevertheless, sweep signatures based on diversity

are ephemeral (Nielsen 2005) and are thus unlikely to

cover the long timescales relevant to speciation and

divergence in these species.

Our estimates of alpha (the proportion of amino acid

substitutions fixed by positive selection; Smith & Eyre-

Walker 2002), on the other hand, revealed at least sev-

eral thousands of genes affected by selection during

divergence of each species from P. trichocarpa, used as

a reference in this study (Table 3). Genes with

significant alpha were enriched for numerous GO terms

of the Biological Processes domain, including genes

involved in pollen recognition, response to hormones

including auxin, and innate immune response (Table 4).

Only 103 of 2405 genes with significant alpha and

available GO annotations also coincided with high-dif-

ferentiation (AFD) outlier windows in our genome

scan, which suggests that the selection we detected

often predates the split between P. alba and P. tremula.

This makes sense, as our comparison involved P. tri-

chocarpa as an outgroup, which diverged from P. alba

and P. tremula for c. 5–10 Mio years, judging from the

fossil record (Eckenwalder 1996) and molecular data

(Ingvarsson 2005).

As expected (Stoletzki & Eyre-Walker 2011), DoS pro-

vided a clearer picture of the direction of selection:

whereas DoS was generally positive throughout the

genome fraction exhibiting some fixation between spe-

cies (Fig. 5; 95% CIs did not include zero), confirming a

substantial proportion of proteins evolved adaptively in

these species, it was negative for ‘no-fixation’ candidate

regions for introgression (Fig. 5; difference significant in

both species). Negative DoS is expected when slightly

deleterious nonsynonymous mutations segregate in

populations. This result matches the prediction that

introgression (inferred by no-fixation windows) should

not only be enhanced in genome regions devoid of bar-

rier loci, but also in regions bearing segregating
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Fig. 4 Graphical comparison of statistical support for different families of demographic models examined with dadi based on pool-

seq data. Models grouped within model families are shown along the horizontal axis, and log likelihoods (logL) along the vertical

axis. Models within each model family include SI (strict isolation), IM (isolation with migration), SC (secondary contact), PSC

(repeated secondary contact), AM (ancient gene flow) and PAM (repeated ancient gene flow). Model families include basic models

(-), models with expansion (ex), models implementing heterogeneity in migration (2M2P), models including both of these features

(2M2Pex), heterogeneity in effective population size (2N), heterogeneity in effective population size and expansion (2Nex), and

heterogeneity in both migration and population size (2N2M2P). For exact model definitions, see scripts available as Appendix S1

(Supporting information).
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deleterious alleles. Such mutations are expected to pro-

duce dominance heterosis in F1s and in heterozygous

genome tracts of later-generation introgressants, thus

contributing to the weakening of barriers and wide-

spread introgression in both animals and plants (Ing-

varsson & Whitlock 2000; Bierne et al. 2002; Harris &

Nielsen 2015).

The ‘innate immune response’ GO term captured by

our genome scan for adaptive protein evolution

included 30 members of the well-known NBS-LRR fam-

ily of plant disease resistance (R-) genes (Table S7, Sup-

porting Information). These genes are known to have

broad and important functional roles in the immune

response of plants (McHale et al. 2006) including trees

(Tuskan et al. 2006; Tobias & Guest 2014). Interestingly,

members of the same subfamily of NBS-LRR genes have

previously been demonstrated to be involved in strong

postzygotic geneflow barriers in plants, caused by sub-

lethal or lethal autoimmune responses due to deleteri-

ous epistasis in hybrids between divergent populations

(Bomblies & Weigel 2007; Chae et al. 2014). In fact, these

‘hybrid necrosis’ genes are among the best character-

ized speciation genes in plants (Rieseberg & Blackman

2010). We note that hybrid seedlings of P. alba and

P. tremula often are necrotic, and genotyping of inviable

first-year seedlings from the Italian hybrid zone

revealed that up to 100% of them were genetically inter-

mediate hybrids (A. Jordan, L. Bresadola, C. Lexer,

unpublished data). This is in stark contrast to the broad

range of different genotypes commonly found among

successfully germinated survivors from the same local-

ity (Lindtke et al. 2014).

Of 30 NBS-LRR genes with significant positive selec-

tion detected by our study (Table S6, Supporting Infor-

mation), 26 had positive alpha in both P. alba and

P. tremula, and one was located in a high-differentiation

(AFD) outlier window detected by our genome scan.

This suggests that genes with potential involvement in

RI do not necessarily need to exhibit elevated inter-

specific differentiation. In the case of plant R-genes –
and immune system genes more generally – negative

frequency dependence leading to balancing selection

can maintain alleles in gene pools for a range of differ-

ent timescales (Bakker et al. 2006; Charlesworth 2006;

Bomblies & Weigel 2007), likely including trans-species

polymorphisms. We note that most of the NBS-LRRs

under long-term positive selection in our study exhib-

ited significantly increased nucleotide diversity com-

pared with genomewide expectations (Table S8,

Supporting Information) and that balancing selection

has previously been detected for markers tagging NBS-

LRR genes in these species (Caseys et al. 2015b).
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Fig. 5 Direction of selection (DoS) for different comparisons of species and genome fractions in the Italian locality, including means

and 95% confidence limits of the means. The comparisons include Populus alba (alba, in blue) and Populus tremula (trem, in red) and

the genome fractions ‘all windows’ (all, indicated by circles), ‘no-fixation windows only’ (no-fix, indicated by stars), and ‘all remain-

ing windows’ (remaining, indicated by triangles). Pairwise comparisons are separated by vertical dashed lines. Results of Welch’s

t-tests are indicated for each comparison. The significant change from positive to negative DoS comparing no-fixation windows (can-

didate regions for introgression) and the remaining genome windows in each species is clearly visible. The analyses were based on

matching data sets of 19 184 genome windows for interspecific comparisons. Of these, 1045 of windows were free of fixed allelic dif-

ferences between P. alba and P. tremula, and the remaining 18 139 windows exhibited some degree of fixation between species.
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Speciation with recurrent gene flow: an intrinsic
consequence of adaptive divergence?

Studies of DWGF often assume that adaptation to dif-

ferent environmental conditions drives or facilitates the

evolution of RI, and for many organisms studied by

evolutionary biologists, this assumption is indeed sup-

ported by convincing data (Coyne & Orr 2004; Hoekstra

et al. 2006; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Smadja & Butlin 2011;

Baack et al. 2015). On the other hand, it has long been

known that intrinsic (=endogenous) barriers to gene

flow are more likely to result in strong RI (Barton &

Bengtsson 1986), and theory predicts the ‘coupling’ of

environmental (=exogenous) and intrinsic barriers

under a wide range of ecological and spatial settings

(Barton & De Cara 2009; Bierne et al. 2011). This raises

the question as to what extent the steep spatial or geno-

mic clines often seen between ecologically divergent,

hybridizing species (Barton & Hewitt 1985; Bierne et al.

2011) including P. alba and P. tremula (Lexer et al. 2010;

Lindtke et al. 2012; Christe et al. 2016) have arisen/are

currently maintained by environmental vs. intrinsic

mechanisms.

In the case of the ecologically divergent P. alba and

P. tremula, patterns of local ancestry along hybrid gen-

omes and differences in juvenile survivorship in a com-

mon garden trial indicate strong intrinsic barriers due

to deleterious epistasis in recombinant hybrids (Lindtke

et al. 2014; Christe et al. 2016), consistent with DM

incompatibilities and/or intrinsic coadaptation of genes

in genetic or biochemical pathways (Caseys et al. 2015a;

Lindtke & Buerkle 2015). An important role for intrinsic

barriers is also suggested by extremely steep genomic

clines and the presence of epistatic interactions in natu-

ral hybrids (Lexer et al. 2010). Our present study sup-

ports a scenario in which adaptive divergence affects

the evolution and maintenance of RI in hybridizing spe-

cies primarily via intrinsic and demographic processes,

rather than ecologically divergent selection counteract-

ing gene flow.

Genome scanning and demographic modelling both

agree that these species experienced low levels of gene

flow repeatedly across extended time periods and that

this process affected their genomes in a heterogeneous

way, thus resulting in many small low-fixation ‘pores’

preferentially located in genome regions likely experi-

encing non-negligible levels of recombination (Fig. 1).

These consistently recovered ancient/repeated gene-

flow scenarios agree well with biogeographic and

genomic data supporting the existence of spatially sep-

arated ice age refugia, with southern European refugia

for the thermophilic P. alba and Central European ones

for the cold-tolerant P. tremula (Fussi et al. 2010;

Christe et al. 2016). In effect, their divergent ecological

preferences appear to ‘pull’ these species to separate

refugial areas in glacial periods as they track their dif-

ferent optima (Davis & Shaw 2001), thus allowing for

extended periods of divergence (Hewitt 2000; Tzedakis

et al. 2013), followed by episodes of secondary contact

in interglacials involving strong selection against

recombinants due to deleterious epistasis (Lindtke

et al. 2014; Christe et al. 2016). In Europe, genetic con-

tact occurs primarily in localities where hybrid zones

of these and other species get trapped by environmen-

tal clines (Bierne et al. 2011), for example in the

upstream portions of Eurasian river valleys in the case

of these two forest trees (Lexer et al. 2010; Lindtke

et al. 2012).

Selection apparently affected both divergence and

episodic introgression during these species’ evolution-

ary history, and it likely shaped their genomic land-

scape of divergence in nontrivial ways. For example,

our results support the prediction that regions bearing

slightly deleterious variants had an elevated chance to

cross the species barrier by triggering heterosis (Bierne

et al. 2002) possibly by early pseudo-overdominance,

while migrant tracts are sufficiently long to mask sev-

eral recessive detrimentals (Harris & Nielsen 2015). The

hypothesis that segregating load can enhance introgres-

sion has thus far been largely overlooked, but this

hypothesis can now be tested with genomic data. We

do currently not know whether some of the intro-

gressed alleles in these poplar species reflect adaptive

introgression. Rigorous tests of this hypothesis would

require genomewide scans of the recipient species for

positively selected variants at different distances from

contact zones. With regard to the maintenance of RI in

secondary contact, our many positively selected NBS-

LRR ‘innate immune response’ genes (Table S6,

Supporting Information) may be a case in point, as

members of this subfamily of plant R-genes are known

to act as potent ‘speciation genes’ by triggering deleteri-

ous epistatic autoimmune phenotypes when recom-

bined in hybrids (Bomblies & Weigel 2007; Rieseberg &

Blackman 2010; Chae et al. 2014). Thus, this group of

genes appears to represent an example of ecologically

important loci (host–pathogen interactions) that never-

theless exert their effects on RI and plant speciation via

essentially intrinsic, nonecological mechanisms. Gather-

ing direct evidence for an involvement of NBS-LRR’s

(and other groups of genes) in RI in poplars would ben-

efit from testing the phenotypic and fitness effects of

different alleles and haplotypes in common garden tri-

als, and identifying the most relevant mutations by

functional assays (Plett et al. 2014; Suarez-Gonzalez

et al. 2016). This could be complemented by proteomic

and metabolomic approaches (e.g. Caseys et al. 2015a)

to understand the effects of specific functional gene sets
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and pathways on RI. In poplars and many other taxa,

this combination of approaches may ultimately reveal

the precise mechanisms by which ecology exerts its

impact on the origin and maintenance of biological

diversity.
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Supporting information

Additional supporting information may be found in the online

version of this article.

Fig. S1. Chromosome-wide patterns of differentiation (allele

frequency differentials: AFDs, black), sequence divergence

(Dxy, green), and genomic features (fraction of repetitive DNA,

grey) for all 19 Populus chromosomes in Italy and Hungary.

Fig. S2. Observed and expected pairwise distances between

no-fixation regions for interspecific comparisons of Populus alba

and P. tremula in two sampling localities (Italy, Hungary).

Fig. S3. Demographic modelling of RAD-seq data for P. alba

and P. tremula for the Italian hybrid zone locality.

Fig. S4. Graphical comparison of statistical support for differ-

ent families of demographic models examined with dadi based

on RAD-seq data.

Fig. S5. Comparison between the strict isolation model with

expansion (SIex) and best model (PAM2Nex) based on pool-

seq data.

Table S1. Results of model fitting for the 39 alternative models

of divergence for pool-seq data.

Table S2. Filtered windowed results for 36 918 well covered

windows of 8 kb length along the Populus trichocarpa genome.

Table S3. Size and distribution of low-fixation regions in Italy

and Hungary.

Table S4. Results of model fitting for the 39 alternative models

of divergence for RAD-seq data.

Table S5. Parameter estimates (time periods scaled in years) for

the best model PAM2Nex, the ancient migration model with two

periods of contact, heterogeneity of Ne and recent expansion

with means and standard deviations (stdev) derived from 100

bootstrapped datasets.

Table S6. Description and gene ontology annotations of the

14 018 genes analyses for alpha.

Table S7. Major gene ontology (GO) terms with significant

enrichment among genes with evidence of positive selection

compared to all genes covered in this whole-genome resequenc-

ing effort.

Table S8. Allele frequency differentials (AFD), nucleotide diver-

sity (p), and Tajima’s D for NBS-LRR genes with significant

alpha (positive selection).
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